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This report documents the design development and 
proposals for the J&T Beavens Tannery site in Holt, 
Wiltshire.

The proposals here within present a mixed use 
development, which utilises the key historical 
buildings of the existing Tannery to accommodate 
2,078m2 of commercial space, with clear regard to 
the sustainability of such accommodation through 
adequate allocation of parking; along with 44 new 
build residential units, that make up 4,557m2 of 
accommodation spread over 9x1 bed flats, 6x2 bed 
houses, 17x3 bed houses and 11 x 4 bed houses.

The majority of the historic fabric within the curtilage 
listing is retained (2,924m2 GEA)  with a small 
amount of new build (6,250sqft/580m2 GEA) for the 
purposes of conversion and adaptation in order to 
generate the proposals outlined above. Many of the 
redundant industrial spaces (all outside the curtilage 
listing) and extensions (within) are demolished 
(5,317m2 GEA).

The key buildings that are retained and altered for 
this purpose are The Chamois Warehouse, The Boiler 
House, The Drying House, The Stove House & The 
Leather Factory; with The Beaven’s HQ remaining, as 
existing, in the listed Cottage. 

On top of the Commercial development, new-build 
residential units have been planned around a 
masterplan, that works to integrate with the existing 
architecture and is predominantly located to the north 
of the site, taking advantage of the more permeable 
rural views of those northern boundaries. 

e X e C U T I V e  S U M M a r y

2,078m2

57m2

4,557m2

136 Spaces

100 Spaces

CoMMerCIal (nla)

anCIllary SPaCeS (GIa)

reSIDenTIal (GIa)

non-reSIDenTIal ParKInG no.

reSIDenTIal ParKInG no.

S U M M a r y  D e T a I l S
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I n T r o D U C T I o n

The purpose of this Design Report is to present 
the re-development proposals for the Tannery site 
on behalf of the landowner, J&T Beaven and their 
housing partner, HAB Housing. 

The new proposal has been informed by a 
detailed feasibility study, pre-application & public 
engagement process and a full assessment of the 
constraints and opportunities. We have also made 
consideration to the previously withdrawn 2016 
application and noted the unresolved issues relating 
to: traffic generation/parking; ecology mitigation 
and commercial viability. 

The proposal comprises: the conversion of the key 
curtilage listed industrial buildings associated with 
the original tannery into contemporary commercial 
spaces; and a new residential development on the 
balance of the remaining land. 

In order to create a cohesive scheme the proposal 
for the whole development has been undertaken 
by a single design team led by Mitchell Eley Gould 
(Architects) in partnership with: Mann Williams 
(Structural Engineering), Planningsphere (Planning 
Consultants), CMS  Group (Quantity Surveyors), 
EnGain (Ecology Consultants), GW Developments 
(Transport), Greenhalgh (Landscape Architecture), 
and Curtins (Civils Engineering) and in consultation 
with the clients and their representatives for J&T 
Beaven Ltd & HAB Housing. This process has 
been executed through a collaborative process, 
with regular communication between design team 
and client teams, the Glove Factory Studios, both 
neighbours and those who will be managing the 
proposed new office workspace on behalf of J&T 
Beaven.
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reTenTIon & aDaPTaTIon• 

Retain and convert the main four buildings on site 
- The Boiler house, Drying House, Leather Factory 
and Chamois Warehouse. With the removal of the 
ancillary and ‘modern’ extensions that are attached 
to these main buildings.

USeS & MIX• 

Majority of historic fabric conversion to be made 
up of ~100m2 commercial units with an allocation 
of community function space, Cafe/food provider 
spaces, a reception space with adjoining meeting 
spaces, and potential smaller artisanal lets.

InTeGraTeD reSIDenTIal DeVeloPMenT• 

Create a new residential development that 
integrates with the existing historical architecture 
and the surrounding village, with approx. 4,500sqm 
of accommodation.

ParKInG & aCCeSS• 

Try to maximise the parking upon the site appropriate 
to the scale of commercial and residential 
development; however minimise visibility and impact 
with strategic landscaping and material choices, as 
well as the use of planted barriers.

PUBlIC realM & lanDSCaPe• 

Promote open space and areas for congregation, 
allowing for light and views out from interiors, limiting 
the creation of overly claustrophobic environments. 
This will also provide for natural ventilation and 
natural lighting so as to limit the environmental 
impact of the proposals. Promote planted areas to 
develop a more natural environment that will create 
a more pleasant and inviting space in which to 
work.

B r I e F  o V e r V I e W
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eColoGy• 

Increase ecology through planted areas and courts 
to not only benefit the local bio-diversity, but also 
create positive environments in which to work; giving 
users quality views upon which to overlook, and to 
engage with. Also work to mitigate the impact on 
existing habitats, such as bat roosts and foraging 
routes.

enVIronMenT & SUSTaInaBIlITy• 

Buildings to promote a positive environmental strategy 
whilst allowing for historical expression if and when 
appropriate. This will be implemented through well 
insulated buildings, that utilise renewable sources of 
energy, such as solar PV’s and wind turbines. Create 
comfortable environments that limit the requirement 
for artificial lighting and additional heating. Also 
allow for both mechanical ventilation in conjunction 
with natural overrides. These shall all create benefits 
to health and wellbeing.

B r I e F  o V e r V I e W
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Chippenham

Bradford-On-
Avon

Holt

Bath

Holt is a village set in West Wiltshire, just 2 miles 
North East from Bradford-on-Avon, and 9 miles South 
East of Bath.

The village developed as a sattellite medieval 
settlement  of Bradford-on-Avon. It then grew 
dramatically and owes its current appearance 
predominantly to the expansion in the 18th and 19th 
century (when the Tannery itself was built) due to the 
increase in road traffic between the larger towns 
and Bath. This has lead to the central layout forming 
along the busy through road of the B3107.

This expansion and traffic led to the growth of much 
industry in the area, reflecting the similar growth in 
Bradford-on-Avon & Melksham, particularly in leather 
goods.

The village has a range of architectural styles, due 
to its natural evolution, yet predominant materials 
are ashlar and rubble stone, in the pale colour 
synonymous with the sandstone of the area. Brick is 
also prevalent in the village, normally red in colour. 
The most notable architectural elements of the town 
are the Courts, which form part of a National Trust 
garden and stately home, as well as the factories 
that occupy the site in question and its environs.

The residential buildings of the area are varied in 
style. However there is a prevalence of Georgian 
properties, with some Victorian and an amount of 
post-war designs.

See heritage statement for greater depth into the 
history of the town and site

h o l T ,  W I l T S .

Wiltshire

Holt

Trowbridge
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The Courts (National Trust)

The Glove Factory

The Courts (National Trust)

Holt Village

Old Fire Station

Holt Village

Holt Village

The Glove Factory
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The site itself is situated to the north of the 
village centre. It occupies a large area within the 
predominantly industrial area of the village.

The Midlands road, on which the site fronts, also 
houses many residential properties. However the 
main residential areas of the village are located 
further East & to the South.

The site itself is dominated by a majority of low 
quality 20th century buildings of no real merit and 
little sense in rennovation. Yet there are four key 
18th & 19th century historical buildings that stand 
out in quality and in adaptable potential, which are 
curtilage listed within the conservation area.

These four buildings were built over time with many 
layers of extension and alteration. One of these is 
fronted by the Grade II Listed Cottage that sits upon 
the Midlands road, and houses the Beaven’s HQ. 
The buildings are made up of elements of stone, 
ashlar and rubble, as well as brick and slatted 
timber elements. The construction methods range 
from timber and masonry, to cast iron and steel.
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The Historic area of the site plan highlights the  
tightly structured layout of the main buildings along 
a central avenue that runs east to west; with minor 
north-south routes than run between the buildings up 
to the northern part of the site. This arrangement, 
is something to be harnessed in order to create a 
cohesive cluster of buildings, as well as something 
upon which to develop the wider masterplan.

The plan forms expose the various scales of the 
main buildings, the Chamois warehouse; an ordered 
linear building, of relative simplicity. The Boiler 
House and Drying House; a pair of small scale 
units, extended through multiple modern extensions. 
Finally the Leather Factory, a rhythmic large scale 
open plan warehouse, confined by a boundary of 
more traditional architecture.
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The most complete of the buildings, with its strong 
historic industrial aesthetic, set in rubble stone with 
ashlar coins. It has some extensions on the southern 
facade, set in brick, stone and black painted timber 
slats. 

The north and east facades are set with ordered 
and regular rectangular openings. The eastern road 
frontage is more ornate, with arched heads and 
decorative clock face.

The north face has an external staircase, which is a 
common characteristic of the site.

The south and west facades have few openings and 
their proximity to neighbouring buildings make for 
rather dark parts of the interior.

Internally the building hosts a grand central floor 
space, with some historic and modern partitioning. 
Prominent timber beams and joists are supported on 
cast-iron and masonry columns.

The roof is constructed in timber  and has an 
attractive rhythm and structure.

T h e  C h a M o I S  W a r e h o U S e
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A brick and stone building, which has been extensively 
covered in modern bolted-on extensions.

The historic building is split into two main elements. 
The boiler room, with a large double height, barrel-
vaulted ceiling that still contains the old boilers, with a 
low ceilinged roof space is located above; accessed 
via another external stair. The other element is a two 
storey triple gabled building to the south, which has 
a perforated floor to aide in drying process.

Like most of the buildings, the joists are littered with 
sharp hooks where the chamois leather would have 
hung to dry. The other prominent features of the 
building are the two boiler flues that rise above the 
site. 

There is a linking structure to the chamois warehouse, 
which also has an external stair access to the first 
floor.

T h e  B o I l e r  h o U S e
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Comprised of multiple pitched facade running along 
Brook Lane, forming a clear industrial warehouse 
aesthetic in stone to face The Glove Factory.

The North Eastern facade is mottled in a patchwork of 
materials through years of alteration and adjustment, 
set upon a single pitch two storey facing building.

The interior is predominantly open plan with the 
large spanning pitched roofs above. There are some 
smaller ancillary spaces on the northen edges, some 
of which are two storey.

T h e  l e a T h e r  F a C T o r y
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Is a study in opening sizes, with many variants 
littered across the facade; ranging in detail, height, 
width, form and relationship to floor level. There are 
redundant doors that open out to the sky, and doors, 
cut into windows.

It has been clearly developed and adjusted as 
the years have passed; the openings working to 
the irregular floor arrangement, with certain areas 
double height.

The predominant material is rubble stone. There are 
however moments of brick and timber. Many modern 
extensions affix to the north of the main building, 
and are of poor quality.

The interior is made up of low level timber floors, 
with drying hooks on every joist. There are areas 
where the floors have been removed to make double 
height spaces, which - as mentioned - work with the 
large apertures in the facade.

One key feature is the perforated brick, mostly 
filled in and hidden by concrete patchwork, yet still 
exposed on the rear gabled end  (top left). It would 
have been used as a means to allow air to pass 
through the building to dry the leather.

T H E  D R Y I N G  H O U S E
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D E V E L O P M E N T  P R O C E S S D E V E L O P M E N T 
P R O C E S S

The following diagrams illustrate the development 
of the site. The aim is to produce a cohesive and 
complementary vision to both the commercial and 
residential areas of the site.

In this regard the following concepts are split between 
both sites in order to to focus on the development of 
the ideas and designs of each part of the site.

In this first section the key process is outlined and site 
wide aspirations are outlined; the second focuses 
on the historic adaptation, and the third on the 
residential development and its integration within 
the site as a whole.
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C O H E S I V E 
D E V E L O P M E N T

J & T   B E A V E N S
HEADQUARTERS

H I S T O R I C A L
D E V E L O P M E N T

H I S T O R I C A L
D E V E L O P M E N T

HOLT  CONTExT

HOLT  CONTExT

R E S I D E N T I A L
D E V E L O P M E N T

J & T   B E A V E N S
HEADQUARTERS

HISTORIC DEFINITION

As the historic buildings on site are the key to the definition 
of the sites character, we felt it prevalent to firstly understand 
our response to the historic adaptation of the buildings, 
before we moved on to designing the residential area.

CONTEXTUAL DEVELOPMENT

After we had made progress in organising our thoughts 
and intentions for the Historic fabric, we then moved on 
to creating the residential design. Taking cues from both 
the historic buildings, the process of adaptation, as well as 
further contextual responses to the boundary conditions. As 
the residential units have a requirement to integrate with the 
town as a whole, and to form an extension of the village 
environs, to encapsulate the industrial heritage.

COHESIVE SITE

In this process, we feel that the site has then developed into 
a design that is cohesive unto itself, in that it all progresses 
from the historic basis of the Tannery buildings, as well as 
being responsive to its neighbouring context.

RURAL CONTExT
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D E V E L O P M E N T

A S P I R A T I O N S

1. INTEGRATION
2. CREATIVE ADAPTATION
3. A COHESIVE VISION
4. ECOLOGY
5. COMMUNITY
6. SUSTAINABILITY

7. INFRASTRUCTURE
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1. INTEGRATION & BOUNDARY

Through the development of this border site, the aim is to bring the village to its boundary of the rural landscape, and in doing so integrate the industrial heritage of the 
Tannery & Glove Factory into the village demise.

2. RETENTION & ADAPTATION

To retain and adapt the key heritage assets on the site into quality functioning commercial space, so as to ensure and extend their life-span.

3. COHESIVE VISION

To create a cohesive and complimentary scheme for the site as a whole. So that the housing and commercial together form a consolidated development. With this both 
developing outward from the historical tannery buildings, and inward from its contextual relationships.

4. ECOLOGY

To provide ecologically maintained areas that promote the current characteristics of the site, in ways that are both positive to the flora and fauna, and allow for public 
engagement and amenity.

5. COMMUNITY

To create a public environment that can promote and sustain community living; through limiting the impact of vehicular transport, with shared space roadways, pedestrianised 
streets; providing public parkland and squares in which to play and be active; and a community hall, and cafe spaces in which to congregate.

6. SUSTAINABILITY

To create a sustainable development that delivers on carbon reduction and the use of renewable energy sources.

7. INFRASTRUCTURE

Create a truly functional and efficient masterplan that provides for a modern lifestyle, with adequate parking and servicing requirements, that also mitigates the visual 
impact of these, through intelligent design; off-street parking, and efficient layouts.
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This executive summary outlines the key design 
principles that have developed the proposed 
adaptation of the Historic Buildings.

What has been fundamental to this process is how 
we will adapt the buildings to their new function, 
whilst maintaining their character and history. In this 
we have decided on an approach that allows for 
the internal structure to work in a contemporary way, 
with better thermal and acoustic performance. This 
services the commercial functions, whilst allowing for 
the external forms to maintain their presence and 
character more greatly, benefitting the proposal.

In this regard two key opportunities arise:

Internally the scheme identifies that which is 1. 
key to the quality of the spaces that should  be 
maintained and highlighted, so as to keep a 
sense of the character and history, amongst the 
newly formed interventions.

Externally the site has left a greater wealth of 2. 
historic fabric, which will allow for contemporary 
interventions to naturally stand out. This can be 
used to both clearly identify what is new, as 
well as utilise this to re-orientate users around 
the development in a way that is related to the 
proposed functions.

The following principles explain further the way in 
which these two key opportunities are developed.

H I S T O R I C A L

A D A P T A T I O N
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The disappearance of industrial function that has 
occurred here harbours strong emotions that should 
be celebrated, and not vainly attempted to be 
pastiched. On site there is currently an overpowering 
sense of loss; the dereliction and quiet; speaks of 
the dissolution of the industrial power that would 
have been behind these walls. 

In the changes that we intend to make, we will bring 
back activity and life, yet it will not be in the same form 
as which these buildings were created, and in this we 
should allow them to aesthetically adapt to their new 
environment. With more contemporary interventions 
that speak to the commercial world, rather than the 
roughness of the industrial environment of tanning 
leather.

However, there is still place for memory, and it is 
in that memory we define the loss of what once 
was (and even if forgotten) the questions raised 
by imprints and ghost structures at least focuses 
the mind back to the origins of the buildings. This 
is important as it is the history, not only of the site, 
but of the development of the village, which grounds 
the new proposals as part of Holt, and part of its 
community.

Further to this; we can utilise the powerful sense that 
is loss and broken memory, in the form of abstraction. 
By these means we have the opportunity to capture 
peoples attention, in a moment of questioning, that 
serves as remembrance for the loss of what was. 
For example, the retention of an old boiler; only 
serves as a short interaction of what it is; yet the 
inverted concrete cast of its form, creates a sculptural 
piece, that only reveals itself through a process of 
questioning its representation, therefore forming a 
greater amount of connection to the passer-by, than 
what would have been through the actual artifice 
itself.

A  S E N S E  O F 
L O S S
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With this proposal we to want to speak of what was 
once here, but in a way that allows for the buildings 
to evolve instead of revert. We wish to be clear as 
to define on site those elements which are unique 
to these particular buildings and their process. 
These we wish to maintain and highlight, so as to 
speak most fervently of its history, whilst allowing 
for change to occur around them. It is in this need 
to leave behind identifiers of the past, that we can 
both evolve and maintain the memory of this place 
in a meaningful way.

Even though the majority of the external envelope 
will maintain is original form, it is still important to 
understand these key qualities to make sure any 
demolitions do not damage that which is particular 
to the site. And whilst adding to the performance 
of  the internals not to remove anything of important 
character.

There are many of these moments around the site 
when certain perculilarities emerge amongst the 
plethora of materials, forms, and machinery. Of 
these those that really stand out; 

The small area of hit and miss brick, found on the •	
gable end of the Drying House, that would have 
been implemented to allow fresh air through.

The doors to nowhere on the upper storeys of •	
this same building.

The tightly spaced joists with multiple hooks that •	
would have held the Chamois leather to dry, that 
are found all over the three main buildings.

The perforated floor in the boiler house, that •	
hides the pipes, and allows for hot air to pass 
into the upper storeys to dry the leather. 

The patchwork facades of the leather factory, •	
and the Drying House.

The multiple pitched gables that face Brook •	
lane.

The many external staircases that are used •	
for access, so as to maximise the internal 
floorspace.

P A R T I C U L A R I T Y

&  I D E N T I F I E R S
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Definition of the ‘New’

With this evolution we wanted to make sure that 
what is new is both clearly identifiable yet consistent 
with the character of the site. As such we wished 
to use materials that are industrial yet not currently 
prevalent on the site.

This allows for the evolution of the buildings to be 
clear yet consistent and cohesive to the character. 
This also allows for the new materials to be used 
to identify and orientate oneself around the new 
development.

As such two new key materials have been chosen, 
each with a distinct role:

A simple yet contemporary material, that 1. 
compliments the current palette to define general 
interventions:

For this we chose Concrete; as not only is this 
material lacking as part of the make up of the 
existing buildings’ elevations, but also functionally 
it will be beneficial for the structural response, and 
can be well used in both cast in-situ and panelised 
forms.

A more prominent material to define new 2. 
circulatory routes and to orientate users around 
the site (i.e. as entrance ways)

For this we chose Laquered Patinated Mild Steel; 
a very industrial material, that again is not currently 
used much over the site, and in its patina will 
stand out, whilst being in keeping with the general 

M A T E R I A L I T Y

&  O R I E N T A T I O N

Mild steel panels with concrete flooring.Precedents: Concrete panels & cast ceiling, set within historic 
fabric.

Concrete atair with brass handrail, mild steel panels 
below, and COR-TEN steel panelling above.
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Orientation

In this regard, we further use this new palette of 
materials as a way to orientate people around this 
maze of buildings, in a more logical manner that is 
conducive to its new function as a singular commercial 
development, with many individual tenants.

There are two key ways that we have decided to 
implement the clarity in the new interventions:

Defining a new axis contrary to the simple 1. 
rectilinear lines of the existing buildings, that 
creates clear and dynamic entrances that 
work to assist in the operation of the site’s new 
function, through both visual difference, and 
the organisation of these entrances around the 
central street.

The use of a clear new palette of materials 2. 
which, whilst still industrial in aesthetic, are not 
yet prevalent on the site. They then will be clearly 
readable and yet harmonious with the existing 
palimpsest of materials.

M A T E R I A L I T Y

&  O R I E N T A T I O N
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Finally in response to the loss of industrial activity 
and the desire to create a welcoming environment 
we have the opportunity to  cultivate anew, and allow 
for a return of nature to the site. A compensation 
for the damage of industry on our environment, and 
artistically, a statement of nature’s ability to outlive 
the temporal.

There are many examples of this occuring naturally in 
disused industrial sites and it is seen on site already. 
Using this common language, we can highlight this 
concept. However through a structure approach (as 
per image top left), we can identify this as purposeful, 
and not haphazard and potentially ‘dystopian’.

N A T U R E ’ S 
R E T U R N
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Re-Interpretation

Littered across the current site is a plethora of 
discarded industrial elements from the historic use 
of the site; old boilers, water tanks, tannery drums, 
silos and sheets of perforate metal.

These remains speak of the loss mentioned previously, 
and are key identifiers of the history of the site. In 
this regard, we wish to make use of these elements in 
the proposal. However we feel that it would be more 
beneficial to work them into the development, as 
the design progresses, and take time to assess their 
best use. In this we have imagined some potential 
uses for these, but feel that it would be best served 
as part of the detail design, when we are looking 
more closely at furniture and planting.

However a key item we have made a point of already 
including in the proposal, is the boiler tank outside 
the Boiler house, and the water tanks that run along 
the north western facade of this unit. These will be 
appropriated as a planted installation, running 
along this wall, with natural landscape spilling up, 
over and out of the series of masonry walls, tanks 
and boilers, leading the visitor through to the heart 
of the site from the car park.

Other ideas could see the drums becoming a 
contained seating area, an archway, or even 
reception desk. The old boiler tanks as planters 
and/or seating. The perforated panels as screens or 
facade material.

L A N D S C A P E

I N T E R V E N T I O N 

C R E A T I V E  R E - U S E
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Retention & Concrete Slab

This sketch proposal works to both update the 
structural, and in turn the environmental performance 
of the building, through internal insulated linings, 
whilst retaining the patina of the historic fabric. 

In order to achieve this the Timber beams, joists 
and floor are retained for both aesthetics, as well 
as a formwork for which a new concrete slab is 
poured. It is thought that new structural supports will 
be required to take the loads, and these could be 
integrated into the layout, by positioning next to, or 
in line with, existing columns and walls, or within the 
linings.

Once the slab is poured, then any rotten or damaged 
timbers will be removed, and only replced if required 
for integrity, as then we express the truth whilst 
retaining the memory.

This retention of the ceiling finish, not only serves to 
limit the amount of new structure, and keep inherent 
the historic character, but also (in theory) limits the 
need for temporary supports to the buildings, if  the 
existing structure was to be removed and replaced.

Potential issues are; the reduction of ceiling heights 
through the increase in the floor depths, the need for 
in depth analysis of the existing structural capabilities 
and potential repair and replacement that this may 
bring up.

For further detail and analysis; I refer you to the 
Structural Engineering Report.

Existing Construction

The existing structural layout of the Chamois 
Warehouse is masonry external walls with timber 
floors and roof, held by internal masonry and cast 
iron supporting walls and columns.

The floors are made up of timber boards on joists, 
with cross beams; the effect of which gives a quality 
in it’s design and patina, which we have decided to 
retain.

The cast iron columns have a varied header as you 
ascend the building, which are well detailed and 
again have a quality that speaks of the historic 
function and expression of the building.

C O N S T R U C T I O N 

M E T H O D  S T U DY:

C H A M O I S  W A R E H O U S E
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This executive summary outlines the key design 
principles that have helped develop the proposed 
adaptation of the residential development

As stated in the aspirations one of the most important 
aspects of the proposals is that there is a clear 
relationship between the two development sites. In 
this there are a few important characteristics of the 
residential development to maintain:

A design that can sit comfortably with the historic 1. 
buildings.

A contemporary approach set out in regard to 2. 
the contemporary interventions in the historic 
site.

A wider regard and response to the characteristics 3. 
of the site environs, and boundary conditions.

An  allowance for an integrated community though 4. 
the instigation of public areas of congregation; 
within both sites, for use by both parties.

This leads to an architectural and urban design 
response that is both sensitive to the historic setting, 
whilst clearly contemporary through style and 
materials. Yet the density and orientation, are such 
that the layout responds to the changing adjacencies 
found across the site.

In addition to this there is a desire to create a 
masterplan that tries to limit the impact of cars on 
the streets; through minimising roadways,  integrating 
planting into parking areas, and maximising 
pedestrian routes. This along with publicly fronting 
gardens, parkland, and active frontages, helps to 
instigate a sense of community, through interaction 
and shared spaces. This is furthered by creating 
shared spaces within the commercial areas, that will 
further integrate both communities into one.

R E S I D E N T I A L

V I S I O N
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So as to form an architectural response to the 
historic buildings, whilst maintaining the concept 
of clarity in the contemporary; the design and form 
of the housing will take on ideas of materiality and 
form from the historic buildings, yet  have a scale 
and fenestration of their residential use. This will be 
done in a way that is contemporary, similarly to the 
approach taken with the new interventions in the 
historic development.

In this regard we propose to take on the qualities 
of the pitched roofs and ordered streets, yet input 
asymmetry, form facades that are more homogenous 
and clean. This as apart form the collages of the 
existing buildings. We will use alternative materials, 
such as zinc and brick, as opposed to pantile and 
stone. Materials which are alternative, but can still 
fit with the industrial aesthetic of the site. Unlike the 
mild steel and concrete, these materials are more 
residential and therefore more representative of 
their nature.

I N T E G R A T E D

D E S I G N
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The site is situated on the boundary of the village 
and the rural countryside, where a swathe of 
industrial developments have grown. There are 
three key adjacencies that the site deals with. In this 
regard, there is however a clear direction to the shift 
in density from the South-East to the North-West.

This is key to the density, organisation and orientation 
of the residential blocks. We wished to mimic 
the density shift in the masterplan, in order to be 
contextual. Also, by feathering out the block density 
towards the rural boundaries, the inner parts of the 
site are granted equal access to these vistas.

In this regard the positioning of larger buildings, 
such as the flats, on the boundary of the commercial 
and residential developments, work to mitigate 
the transitions in scale and integrate the two more 
closely.

D E N S I T Y  & 
A D J A C E N C Y
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There are four communities in which to foster upon 
the site. Firstly that of the residential development as 
a whole, secondly the commercial centre, thirdly the 
shared community of the site in general, and finally 
the integration of these communities into the wider 
village.

In order to try and achieve this there are some key 
principles to adhere to:

Public frontages and gardens that face onto 1. 
streets

Maximising pedestrian zones, wide enough for 2. 
activity to occur within.

Shared public spaces, within both developments 3. 
for use by both parties.

Shared public facilities, such as a cafe or 4. 
conference hall.

Routes and access through both sites, so as to 5. 
bring footfall and interaction with each.

Limit the impact of roadways.6. 

A  S H A R E D 
C O M M U N I T Y





0 4

D E S I G N
D E V E L O P M E N T
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D I V I D E D

L A N D

Existing Condition

This boundary edge of Holt is unlike others, where 
the village is disconnected from the rural environment  
to the north via a swathe of poorly maintained 
industrial sites, in particular the Tannery Site itself. 
The Glove Factory has started to work against that, 
through its positive enhancement of its setting, and 
opening up the cafe to the public.

V I L L A G E

RUR A L

I N D U S T R I A L
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I N T E G R A T E D

H E R I T A G E

Proposal

The desire is to continue the trend of the Glove 
Factory’s development with the main historic 
buildings of the Tannery, and to further this with 
the extension of the village boundary through the 
proposed housing development. 

This we hope will bring the industrial heritage of 
both the Glove Factory & Tannery site into the village 
demise, and in this provide a sense of ownership of 
these key figures of Holt’s past, as well as create a 
connection to the rural areas beyond.

V I L L A G E

RUR A L

I N D U S T R I A L

H E R I T A G E

I N D U S T R Y
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R E T E N T I O N  & 
A D A P T A T I O N

Using the information gathered from heritage and 
ecological statements; five key buildings beyond the 
listed cottage of historic tannery where  noted as 
worthy of retention - The Boiler house, Drying House, 
Leather Factory, Stove House & Chamois Warehouse. 
We proceeded to remove the ancillary and ‘modern’ 
extensions that have been affixed to these main 
buildings, so as to open up the public space, and 
form areas for congregation. Allowing for light and 
views out from spaces, as well providing for natural 
ventilation and lighting.

Retention/Conversion

Demolition

New Build

Proposed Public Space
Proposed Parking Zone
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After defining the four key buildings to retain of 
the historic core of the site, the commercial site 
formed a split into to the built area to the main 
historic buildings, and are large area of open court. 
This makes logical space for the parking to be 
located. It will require some form of screening to 
this, particularly to the Midlands road and the new 
residential development.

Within the main body of the buildings, the clear 
avenues are highlighted as key linking routes from 
the residential development, through the site to the 
town centre. This then can serve as a way to engage 
with the wider public, and give greater vibrancy to 
the site.

There are existing East - West running routes from 
the main avenue, which will be opened up to allow 
better access. One greater than the other is made 
clear by the removal of extensions to the boiler house 
and drying house, which could serve as an entrance 
court, with reception and cafe.

The space in front of the Chamois Warehouse makes 
for a large external amenity space, to serve the 
surrounding buildings with positive views and a 
natural environment.

The Boiler House’s central location and the nature 
of its internal structure, make a good opportunity 
for shared amenity functions, such as a cafe and 
conference space, which access the main routes and 
courts identified adjacent.

The Chamois Warehouse has a clearly fenestrated 
north and east elevation, however the opposite is 
true of the south and west, which indicates a rather 
dark core to the building, which could be used 
for servicing of the building. This space could be 
improved with roof level glazing.

The Leather Factory, with its deep spanning 
plan, desires some fragmentation to create more 
manageable spaces, which would create courtyards 
that allow for light and views.

I N I T I A L 
R E S P O N S E

Hub/Centre

Public Landscaped Square

Parking Area

Servicing/Reception

Demolition

Dark Inner Core

Pedestrian Route
Vehicular Route
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E C O L O G I C A L

A C T I V I T Y

Bats

Currently on the site there a number of bat roosts. 
These day and night roosts, as well as light testing 
areas, are predominantly situated in the western 
edge of the site. In surveys the bats have been 
mainly tracked leaving the site from the west and to 
the north, in order to forage.

Hedge & Dense Scrub

The large area of dense scrub and hedge row are key 
features on the site, that provide a positive habitat 
to flora and fauna. In particular slow worms.

Scrubland

Bat Roosts/Light testing
Historic Bat Roosts

Hedgerow

Bat Foraging routes
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E C O L O G I C A L

C O N S T R A I N T S

Ecology 

In order to preserve and maintain the current 
ecological activity and their habitat, we have 
identified two of the existing bat roosts for 
enhancement, which will be dedicated for this use. In 
turn we have defined a 15m zone from the buildings, 
reducing to 10m of the site further north, that will be 
planted and have limited overlooking and light spill. 
This aims to protect the main foraging route from the 
site creating a green ecological corridor.

For the remediation of the loss of habitat for slow-
worms, we are looking at similar sites locally owned 
by J & T Beavens for their Trans-relocation.

Managed Ecological Bat Route

Off-site mitigation land for Slow Worms 
(Site further off plan, only shown as diagrammatical)
Bat roosts to be maintained and/or enhanced

Ecological bat route Boundary

Managed & Enhanced Hedgerow

O f f - S I T E  m I T I G A T I O N 
f O R  S L O w  w O R m S 

( L A N D  O w N E D  B Y  J T 
B E AV E N  ( O f f  P L A N ) )
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N O D E S  &

S T R U C T U R E

Ordered Routes

In response to the proposals we made to the historic 
fabric, with its newly enhanced and defined nodal 
points, strong boundary lines and structure; we 
want to bring this character through to the housing 
development. With the axial lines of the industrial 
site, forming routes that then merge seamlessly 
into the new development; creating links between 
the two. This should in turn benefit both residents; 
functionally and experientially.

In terms of road hierarchy, we tried to focus the main 
vehicular routes away from the ecological areas, 
and to border the servicing zones of the car park 
and The Midlands. This then allows the majority of 
the residential roads to be more minor in character, 
with a greater pedestrian focus. This creates more 
of a neighbourhood feel, with safer, and therefore 
more usable and active streets.

Planting Infrastructure

Public Nodes

Main Square

Minor Connection

Spine Road

Structural Route
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B O U N D A R Y

C O N D I T I O N S

Built & Natural

The boundary conditions of the site vary from the 
hard industrial edges of The Midlands, to the soft 
tree-lined boundary of the northern rural edge. 
These create varied qualities of light and visual 
amenity around the site, and inform the orientation 
and location of the new developments.

The boundary to the midlands industrial estate, is 
currently rather exposed, and due to the nature of 
that site, we want to look at minimising overlooking, 
with an enhanced acoustic and visual condition.




